**MEETINGS**

15. Standing Meeting of the Trustees, 11 a.m.-3:45 p.m., Jacoby Room, 3020 Spanish Hall.

16. A General Assembly Meeting; 4 a.m.-4 p.m., Boucke Lounge, 3020 Spanish Hall.

17. Penn Museum: Public Lecture; 7 p.m., Rosenwald Gallery, 3020 Spanish Hall.

18. Music: University Chorale; 8 p.m., Early Music Workshop, 3020 Spanish Hall.

19. University Museum Tours: Time and Cultures (University Museum).

20. Visit to the Fotomus: Museo Nacional de Antropología; 10 a.m., University Museum.


22. Music: University Chorale; 8 p.m., Early Music Workshop, 3020 Spanish Hall.

23. Music: Penn Museum: Public Lecture; 7 p.m., Rosenwald Gallery, 3020 Spanish Hall.

24. University Museum Tours: Time and Cultures (University Museum).

25. A General Assembly Meeting; 4 a.m.-4 p.m., Boucke Lounge, 3020 Spanish Hall.

26. Music: University Chorale; 8 p.m., Early Music Workshop, 3020 Spanish Hall.

27. Music: Penn Museum: Public Lecture; 7 p.m., Rosenwald Gallery, 3020 Spanish Hall.
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TALKS

1. Nancy Chlopak, "Deadly Diseases Part 1: Marina St Claire," BOIC@Al, Inc., 10:30 a.m., Room 301, NEADS Training Center.

2. Virginia Alc, "Working with Blind Students," BOIC@Al, Inc., 10:30 a.m., Room 301, NEADS Training Center.


5. "Learning and Teaching: Yessens−With-Ayar," Lorraine Lee, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."

6. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


8. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


10. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


12. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


14. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


16. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


18. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."


20. "From Future Tense to Tenselessness: Novel Functions of Modifiers," Wenchao Yu, "The Other Karen, Afrika Room, International House, S5 (Glasgow University, Glasgow Institute of Technology)."